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ABSTRACT 
Basically a Data Mining system would generate thousands or 

even millions of patterns or rules. However all the generated 

patterns would not actually be interesting to any given user;  In 

fact the interestingness of the patterns would be assessed only 

on the users’ beliefs and expectations which is rather termed as 

subjective measure. When such interesting patterns are to be 

shared in a collaborative business environment, it would be 

more meaningful to restrict them based on the significance of 

individual items in the patterns to be protected. Hence, this 

work attempts to hide interesting patterns on the subjective 

measure and propose an algorithm which is tested for its 

effectiveness. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
A data mining system can uncover thousands of patterns of 

which interesting patterns represent knowledge. A pattern is 

interesting to a user if it is potentially useful and novel, or if it 

validates a hypothesis that the user sought to confirm. Measures 

of pattern interestingness are essential for the efficient 

discovery of patterns of value to the given user[1]. Whether or 

not a pattern or rule is interesting can be assessed either 

objectively or subjectively.  

Several objective measures of pattern interestingness exist. 

These are based on the structure of discovered patterns and the 

statistics underlying them. Basically used objective measure for 

association rules of the form x ⟹ y are support representing 

the percentage of transactions from a transaction database that 

the given rule satisfies and confidence which assess the degree 

of certainty of the detected association. In general, each 

objective measure is associated with a threshold, which may be 

controlled by the user and the rules that satisfy the threshold can 

be considered interesting; the rest are treated as uninteresting 

and are probably of less value. 

Although objective measures help identify interesting patterns, 

they are insufficient unless combined with subjective measures 

that reflect the needs and interests of a particular user. 

Furthermore, many patterns that are interesting by objective 

standards may represent common knowledge and therefore are 

actually uninteresting. Subjective measures of interestingness 

are based on user beliefs in the data. These measures find 

patterns interesting if they offer strategic information on which 

the user can act or if they confirm a hypothesis that the user 

wished to validate or resemble a user’s hunch[1]. This study 

makes an attempt to introduce an algorithm for knowledge 

protection by combining both subjective measure and objective 

measure. 

In this article, section-2 shortly covers the previous work; 

section-3 states basic concepts and definitions(original 

contribution on which the proposed algorithm is designed) 

section-4 illustrates the proposed algorithm and section-5 

visually presents the experimental results. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Recently, researchers have been concentrating on the concept of 

protecting sensitive knowledge in association rule mining; 

Many approaches have been proposed so far that includes 

randomization, data partition, and data sanitization. The 

underlying principle of data sanitization that reduce the support 

values of restrictive rules was initially introduced by Atallah 

et.al[2] and they proved that the optimality in sanitization 

process is NP-hard problem. In [3], the authors proposed some 

generalized approach that hides both sensitive frequent itemsets 

and sensitive rules; but they are CPU-intensive due to the  

requirement of multiple scans over a transactional source 

database. Similarly, Saygin [4] proposed an approach for 

selective removal of individual values by replacing the known 

values with unknowns that reduces the side effects on non-

sensitive rules but need multiple scans over source database 

depending on the number of association rules to be protected.  

The algorithms IGA and SWA introduced in [5&6] respectively 

are aimed at multiple rule hiding. However, IGA has low 

misses cost but it assigns a victim item to every cluster of 

restrictive rules and this clustering is not optimally handled 

which leads to overlapping. Whereas, SWA is aimed to improve 

the balance between privacy protection and accuracy of pattern 

discovery but with an extra cost, as it involve inadvertent 

removal of some rules. A heuristic based frequent itemset 

hiding algorithm is proposed by [7] which eliminate pre-

mining; but it is restricted for smaller databases and sensitive 

itemsets that are mutually exclusive. 

Almost all the proposed approaches are aimed at sanitizing 

multiple rules but with the consideration of objective 

measures(support-confidence framework). In the proposed 

work, a heuristic based approach is focused which protect 

sensitive knowledge using subjective measure by associating a 

sensitivity cost for the individual items that are to be restricted. 

3. PRELIMINARIES & DEFINITIONS 
Transactional Database : A transactional database consists of a 

file where each record represents a transaction that typically 

includes a unique identity number (trans_id) and a list of items 

that make up the transaction. 

Association Rule : It is an expression of the form  ⟹  ,  

where X and Y contain one or more itemsets(categorical values) 

without common elements (     ). 

Frequent Pattern : An itemset or pattern that forms an 

association rule is said to be frequent if it satisfies a 

prespecified minimum support threshold(min_sup).  

Transactional Database : Let D be a source database which is a 

transactional database containing a set of transactions T, where 

each transaction t contain an itemset    . Also, every     

has an associated set of transactions    , where      and 

   . 
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Restrictive Patterns : Let P be a set of significant patterns that 

can be mined from transactional source database D, and RH be a 

set of rules to be hidden according to some privacy  policies.  A 

set of all patterns rpi denoted by  RP  is said to be  restrictive, if 

RP ⊂  P and  if and only if RP would derive the set RH.   RP is 

the set of non-restrictive patterns such that  RP   RP = P [4]. 

Sensitive Transactions :  A set of transactions is said to be 

sensitive, denoted by ST, if every t   ST contain atleast one 

restrictive pattern  rpi . ie ST ={     T |   rpi   RP, rpi   t }.  

Null Transactions :  A set of transactions is said to be null 

transactions if they do not contain any of the patterns being 

examined[1]. 

Transaction Size : The number of items that make up a 

transaction is the size of the transaction. 

Transaction Degree : Let D be a source database and ST be a set 

of all sensitive transactions in D. The degree of a sensitive 

transaction t, denoted as deg(t), such that t   ST  is defined as 

the number of restrictive patterns that t contains[5]. 

Definition 1: Cover: The Cover[8] of an item Ak can be defined 

as, CAk = { rpi | Ak    rpi ⊂ RP, 1   i   |RP|} 

 i.e., set of all restrictive patterns which contain Ak.  

The item that is included in a maximum number of rpi’s is the 

one with maximal cover or maxCover; 

 i.e., maxCover = max( |CA1|, |CA2| , … |CAn|  ) 

 such that Ak    rpi ⊂ RP. 

Definintion 2 : Sensitivity Cost -  It is a user-defined privacy 

sensitivity value associated with the individual item of the 

sensitive patterns or rules. (Only Boolean values are associated 

in this approach; however values ranging from minimum and 

maximum range can also be assigned). 

4. SANITIZATION ALGORITHM 
Given D a transactional source database, and RP the restrictive 

patterns chosen based on some decision making policies, the 

proposed algorithm removes the restrictive item with sensitivity 

cost of true value in order to protect it against the mining 

techniques used to disclose them. The heuristic used in the 

proposed algorithm is given below: 

Heuristic : The individual items in the restrictive patterns are 

associated with a boolean cost vector; for every transaction t of  

rpi   RP, select a victim item Ak with cost = 1 and maximal 

cover within t such that  Ak   rpi ⊂ t; In case of tie, choose one 

in round robin. 

4.1. Sensitivity Cost Sanitization(SCS) Algorithm 

Input : (i) D – Source Database (ii) RP – Set of all Restrictive 

Patterns 

Output :  D’ – Sanitized Database 

Algorithm :  

Step 1 : calculate supCount(rpi)     rpi   RP and sort in  

                                                                 decreasing order ;  

Step 2 :  a)   obtain Sensitive Transactions(ST) w.r.t. RP ; 

b) find deg(t), size(t)    t    ST ;  

c) sort t    ST  in decreasing order of deg & size ;  

Step 3 : filter  ST  D  ST; // ST - null transactions // 

Step 4 : // Find  ST’ – sanitized transactions // 

for each rpi   RP   do 

{ 

extract STrpi ;  

find nTs;           //nTs - no. of transactionToSanitize =  

|nonVictimTransactions|)] // 

repeat    //initially all t are nonvictim // 

 for each   t     nonVictimTransactions  

 { 

 identify all Ak with cost = 1 such that Ak    rpi  ⊂ t; 

 { 

 find cover for each item Ak 

 delete Ak  with maxCover (round robin  in case of tie);  

                                                              // Ak  – victimItem // 

decrease supCount of all rpi’s which contain victimItem;   

                                                           // Ak     rpi  ⊂ t// 

mark t as victimTransaction  w.r.t  each rpi ; 

} 

 } 

until (supCount = 0) ; 

} 

Step 5 : D’      ST   ST’ 

 

4.2.Illustration 
The following example illustrate the principle used in the 

proposed algorithm. 

 

Table 1. Source Database-D 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Restrictive Patterns-RP 
 

 

 

 

 

 

       Table 3.  Sensitivity Cost of Restrictive Items 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here, T1, T3 & T6 are transactions that contain the pattern P1 

and T2, T3, T5 & T6 contain P2.  

For the pattern P1, |cover| of both A & C in T1 is 1; However C 

would be the victim item as the sensitivity cost of C=1. So the 

SupCount(P1) is reduced by 1. In T3 & T6, |cover(A)|=1 and 

|cover(C)|=2; so C (with cost=1) is victim and SupCount of both 

P1 & P2 are reduced. 

For the pattern P2, transactions T3 & T6 are already visited in 

the previous iterations; In the remaining transactions, T2 & T5 

|cover| and sensitivity cost of both C & D is 1; Using round 

robin, C & D is victim in T2 & T5 respectively.   

Tid Itemset 

T1 A,B,C,E,F 

T2 B,C,D 

T3 A,C,D,F 

T4 A,E 

 T5 B,C,D,E 

T6 A,C,D,E 

Pid Pattern SupCount 

P1 A,C 3 

P2 C,D 4 

Item Patterns Cost 

C P1, P2 1 

D P2  1 

A P1 0 
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The set of modified sensitive transactions are denoted as ST’ and  

the Sanitized database D’ is formed by merging   ST  and ST’. 

Table 4. Sanitized Database-D’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The algorithm was executed for the restrictive patterns chosen 

at random(5 nos. with their support ranging between 0.6 and 5, 

confidence between 32.5 and 85.7 and length between 2 and 6) 

and by varying the number of transactions using the real dataset 

T10I4D100K[9]; The test run was made on AMD Turion II 

N550  Dual core processor with 2.6 GHz speed and 2GB RAM 

operating on 32 bit OS;  The implementation of the proposed 

algorithm was done with windows 7 - Netbeans  6.9.0 - SQL 

2005. The performance issues are studied based on the metrics 

suggested in [5]. 

The frequent patterns were obtained based on the logic 

proposed in [10] which uses simpler data structures for 

implementation. The proposed algorithm makes use of 

preprocessed lookup(hashed) tables which links the restrictive 

items and rules with their associated transactions so that the 

source database is scanned not more than once; the transactions 

visited in the previous iterations are dynamically updated; so 

that redundancy is completely avoided. 

Hiding Failure(HF) : It is measured by the ratio of the number 

of restrictive patterns in the released sanitized  database(D’) to  

the ones in the given source database, which is given by, 

 HF =  
        

       
. This approach has 0% HF (Fig.1). 

Misses Cost(MC) : This measure deals with the legitimate 

patterns(non restrictive patterns) that were accidently missed. 

MC = 
                    

         
. In this approach MC is obtained to be 

very minimum ranging between 0% and 0.35% (Fig.2). 

Artifactual Pattern(AP) : AP occurs when D’ is released with 

some artificially generated patterns after applying the privacy 

preservation approach and it is given by, AP = 
                

     
. As 

this approach does not introduce any false drops, the AP is 0%. 

Sanitization Rate(SR) : It is defined as the ratio of the 

selectively deleted items(victim items) to the total support count 

of restrictive  patterns(rpi) in the source database D and is given 

by, SR = 
              

                   
 and it is found to be less than 65% 

(Fig.3), which shows that the number of restrictive items 

deleted from the source database is kept minimal. 

Dissimilarity(dif) : The dissimilarity between the original(D) 

and sanitized(D’) databases is  measured in terms of their 

contents which can be measured by the formula,             

dif(D,D’)= 
 

       
   

 ×                  
   , where fx(i) 

represents the ith item in the dataset X. This approach has very 

low percentage of dissimilarity that ranges between 0.23% and 

0.31% (Fig.4). This shows that information loss is very low and 

so the utility is well preserved.  

CPU Time : The execution time is shown in the graph (Fig.5) 

and it can be observed that this approach has very good 

scalability. This time requirement can further be reduced by 

adapting parallelism. However, time is not a significant criteria 

as the sanitization is done offline.  

 

Graphs : 
 

 

Fig 1: Hiding Failure 

 

 

Fig 2: Misses Cost 

 

 

Fig 3: Sanitization Rate 

 

Fig 4: Dissimilarity 
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Fig 5: CPU Time 

6. CONCLUSION 
Many works have been proposed for promoting knowledge 

protection in data mining. Specifically in this work a heuristic 

approach using objective measure combined with subjective 

measure has been initiated to preserve the sensitive items; 

Moreover this approach also has other promising features that it 

has no hiding failure and the sanitization process is performed 

with a minimal removal of items. The proposed algorithm 

requires only a single scan of the source database for 

sanitization which is due to the use of preprocessed hashed 

lookup tables. The dissimilarity of the source and released 

database is found to be minimal which ensure very low 

information loss. As no encryption is involved, reconstruction 

of the source from the released one is not at all possible. Also 

this approach attempts to hide multiple patterns or rules 

simultaneously. 
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